www.athlegen.com.au
1800 813 000

“As soon as I purchased my brand new
Athlegen portable, the difference in
quality was monumental. I now have a
table that is strong, silent and stable. I feel
safer knowing that my clients are on a
table that can be trusted. I will never buy
from another company again.”
EMMA, SYDNEY
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One of the strongest and lightest tables available, the Elite is available in two widths (635 and 720mm).
A great table for professionals or students just starting out. Upholstered in Galaxy Plus PU, a highquality and environmentally friendly fabric.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

FACE HOLE OPTIONS

SUPERIOR DESIGN

HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT

The face hole and face hole plug allow you to
move patients quickly between prone and supine
positions – no need to rotate the patient to the
other end of the table to avoid the face hole.

With twin cables, parallel struts and a CNC precision
crafted plywood base, the Elite 635 and the Elite 720
provide sturdy support.

The Elite 635 and Elite 720 feature D-shape
aluminium legs that make it fast and easy to adjust
the height of the table. Both tables feature small
increment adjustments to ensure you can find a table
height that is perfect for you.

OPTIONAL HEAD CRADLE, FACE PAD & ARMREST

FOLDING DESIGN

OPTIONAL TRANSIT BAG

An alternative to the face hole, the head cradle’s
height and angle can be adjusted to suit each
patient. Extends the table length by 300mm, which
is handy for treating taller patients.

Both the Elite 635 and Elite 720 are extremely
lightweight and the portable design makes them
easy to transport.

Made from a heavy-duty fabric, transit bags offer
excellent table protection. The side pocket is handy
for storing accessories, while the padded adjustable
shoulder strap and side strap help share the weight
of the table across your body for easy transportation.

KEY SPECIFICATIONS
ELITE 635

ELITE 720

TABLE WEIGHT

12.4kg

13.7kg

TOP DIMENSIONS

1840 x 635mm

1840 x 720mm

FOLDED DIMENSIONS

920 x 645 x 230mm

920 x 725 x 230mm

SHIPPING DIMENSIONS

950 x 685 x 240mm

950 x 765 x 240mm

SHIPPING WEIGHT

15.4kg

16.7kg

CUSHIONING

64mm, medium finish

UPHOLSTERY

Blue Grey Galaxy Plus PU fabric

UPHOLSTERY BOARD

5.5mm plywood (3 ply)

LEG & STRUT SYSTEM

D-shape leg
Aluminium parallel struts
Twin cable support

HEIGHT RANGE

610 to 810mm
Adjustments: 8
Increments: 25mm

SAFE WORKING LOAD

205kg
Head cradle (optional): 20kg

WARRANTY

Structural: 5 years
Hardware: 2 years
Cables: 2 years
Plywood base: 2 years
Accessories: 1 year
Upholstery: To arrive in perfect condition

ELITE 635

ELITE 720
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